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Abstract—Real-valued arithmetic has a fundamental impact
on the performance and accuracy of scientific computation.
As scientific application developers prepare their applications
for exascale computing, many are investigating the possibility
of using either lower precision (for better performance) or
higher precision (for more accuracy). However, exploring alter-
native representations often requires significant code revision.
We present a novel program analysis technique that emulates
execution with alternative real number implementations at the
binary level. We also present a Pin-based implementation of
this technique that supports x86 64 programs and a variety of
alternative representations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its standardization in 1985, IEEE floating-point arith-

metic [1] has become the primary implementation of real-

valued arithmetic on most computing platforms. Although it

has well-known weaknesses (e.g., rounding error and cancel-

lation [2]), it is widely used in scientific computing because

it provides a wide dynamic range and can be implemented

efficiently in hardware. As high-performance computing con-

tinues to scale to exascale and beyond, concerns regarding

the precision, memory bandwidth, and energy usage of IEEE

floating-point arithmetic will become increasingly important

[3]. Alternatives exist, but porting existing programs is time-

consuming, with no guarantee that the results will be useful.

We provide a software framework for emulating alternative

real-numbered representations without modifying the original

program. We use binary instrumentation to insert new code

that runs alongside the original code, performing operations

on a copy of the program’s data. To differentiate the inserted

code and data from the originals, we refer to the inserted code

as shadow code and to the copied data as shadow values. We

call the general technique shadow value analysis.

We do our analysis at the binary level because it most

accurately reflects the runtime behavior of the original pro-

gram. Digital real-valued arithmetic (including IEEE floating-

point) is often non-associative and non-distributive, so the

compiler must preserve the semantics of the original program

when generating the specific operations that take place at

runtime. A routine could be more or less accurate depending

on which instructions are chosen and how they are scheduled.

Source-based analyses such as Rose or LLVM will miss

these effects. Recent work in compiler verification highlights

incorrect compiler transformations that decrease floating-point

accuracy [4].

Fig. 1. IEEE standard floating-point formats

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of three IEEE

floating-point representations. Within a fixed-sized bit field,

there are three parts: 1) the sign bit, 2) a biased exponent,

and 3) a fractional part (sometimes called the significand or

mantissa) with an implicit leading digit. The figure shows

these bit field layouts for three different sizes. In each case,

the value stored is (−1)sign ·1.frac ·2exp; the only difference

is the number of bits designated for the fraction and exponent.

Using more bits provides more precision, but increases storage

costs and computation time.

Most scientific programs are written to use 64-bit double-

precision IEEE arithmetic. Our framework allows developers

to experiment with lower or higher precisions without having

to port their code manually. It also allows them to experiment

with different representations entirely.

One such alternative representation is John Gustafson’s

universal number scheme [5], which is a variation on floating-

point numbers. In this scheme, the fixed-width fraction and

exponent fields are replaced by variable-sized fields, and new

fraction-size and exponent-size fields are added to track the

sizes at runtime. The widths of these new size fields is fixed

by the environment. For example, the environment (4,6) uses

four bits to store the size of the exponent and six bits to store

the size of the fraction. The format also includes a ubit flag that

indicates whether the represented quantity is exact or whether

it lies in the space between the given floating-point number and

the next representable value. These numbers are sometimes

called unums.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of several unum

environments. This representation quantifies the error intro-

duced by rounding and magnified by repeated computation.
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Fig. 2. Gustafson’s universal number formats

double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

sum += 0.1;
}
printf("%25.20f\n", sum);

Fig. 3. Sample C program

With current implementations, it is infeasible to use unums

for production-level computation because of the added storage

and computation costs. However, many scientific developers

are interested in investigating how their numerical programs

behave with unum arithmetic. This is because unums explicitly

encode error while standard IEEE floating-point representa-

tions do not. Our framework provides an automated way for

these developers to try unums with minimal time investment.

For example, consider the simple C program in Figure 3. It

performs ten additions of the quantity 0.1 to an accumulator

variable. If done in infinite precision with no rounding error,

the result should be exactly 1.0. However, 0.1 cannot be repre-

sented exactly in a binary representation such as IEEE floating-

point doubles, and the resulting rounding error accumulates

across the multiple operations. The actual program output is

0.99999999999999988898, which is accurate to about fifteen

decimal places.

Figure 4 shows an excerpt from the compiled assembly

code for this program alongside pseudocode representing the

new shadow code that our framework inserts. The new code

maintains shadow values for the two XMM registers in one

table (xmm), and the final result is stored to another table (mem)

when it is written back to memory.

Table I shows the results of running our analysis using five

different representations: the standard IEEE single and double

precisions, a 128-bit precision simulation using the GNU

MPFR library [6], and three different unum simulations with

varying environments using a C implementation of unums. The

table reports the final shadow value as well as the relative error

of the shadow value based on the original double-precision

version. As expected, the double-precision version is identical

to the original and the single-precision version is less accurate.

The 128-bit precision result, however, is not significantly more

accurate than the original result, highlighting that the accuracy

of the computation is constrained by the conversion of the

constant 0.1. Because this conversion happens at compile

time, it is not possible to achieve full 128-bit accuracy at

runtime unless the original constant is also initialized with

that precision during compilation. The unum results show that

a larger environment leads to a tighter bound on the answer

and a correspondingly lower relative error.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section II

we describe our techniques in detail, discussing many of the

problems that we encountered during development and our

solutions to these problems. In Section III we present prelim-

inary results, including our overheads on several benchmarks

and proxy applications. In Section IV we discuss related work

and differentiate our contributions from previous work. Finally,

we conclude in Section VI.

II. METHODS

We implemented our techniques using Intel Pin [7], a binary

instrumentation framework that provides just-in-time insertion

of analysis code into a running program. Using Pin, we insert

code that performs all of the original instructions on alternative

values, which we call “shadow” values because they have tight,

one-to-one correspondence with the original values. For now,

our analysis only supports shadow value analysis on 64-bit

floating-point values, as this is the most common data type in

scientific communication. We used version 2.14 of Pin for our

analysis, because we found that the newest version of Pin (3.0)

contained a regression that prevented us from linking against

third-party libraries (such as GNU MPFR).

A. Implementation

Our primary instrumentation inserts code after every SSE

(Streaming SIMD Extension) instruction in the target program,

including both scalar and packed vector instructions. The

inserted code includes calls to analysis functions that do

the corresponding operations on the shadow values that are

associated with the original operand locations. Pin optimizes

the analysis code, inlining as much as possible to improve

runtime performance.

For example, consider the SSE instruction

“addsd xmm0, 0x400def”, which adds the double-

precision value located at address 0x400def to the

double-precision value located in register XMM0. For this

instruction, our analysis inserts code that retrieves the shadow

value associated with XMM0 as well as the shadow value

associated with the memory location 0x400def, adding

them together and saving the result as the new shadow value

associated with the register XMM0. The shadow values

could be alternative precisions (e.g., single precision or

quad precision) or they could be entirely different numerical

representations (e.g., unums or rational numbers).

We maintain two major data structures for shadow values.

Both structures associate shadow values with system locations.

The first structure stores shadow values for the SSE registers,

and the second structure stores shadow values for memory

locations. The register shadow value data structure is a simple

array with four slots per register because the original registers
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Original machine code: Inserted shadow code:

pxor xmm0, xmm0 (set to 0.0) xmm[0] = convert(0.0)
mov eax, 10
movsd xmm1, 0x400628 (load 0.1) xmm[1] = convert(*(0x400628))

loop:
sub eax, 1
addsd xmm0, xmm1 (increment) xmm[0] += xmm[1]
jne loop
movsd 0x8(rsp), xmm0 (store sum) mem[rsp+0x8] = xmm[0]

Fig. 4. Compiled assembly of program from Figure 3

Shadow Value Type Exp Size Frac Size Final Shadow Value Relative Error

32-bit (native single) 8 23 1.000000 1.19e-07

64-bit (native double) 11 52 1.000000000000000 0

128-bit GNU MPFR 15 112 1.00000000000000005551e+00 1.11e-16

Unum (3,2) 8 4 (0.9375, 1.1875) 0.059

Unum (3,4) 8 16 (0.9999847412109375, 1.0000457763671875) 1.53e-05

Unum (4,6) 16 64 1.00000000000000005551...182 1.11e-16

TABLE I
ANALYSIS RESULTS ON SAMPLE PROGRAM

are 128 bits wide, which is large enough to store four 32-bit

floating-point numbers.
The memory shadow value data structure is more complex.

We have two alternative implementations: an STL unordered

map and a simple array with bit mask look-ups. The STL map

implementation is cleaner but slower. The array-based imple-

mentation is theoretically prone to collisions, but in practice

we avoid this by making the array very large, delegating page

management to the operating system. We use the array-based

implementation for all overhead results in Section III.
Static memory is the easiest to track because it is not

allocated or de-allocated during runtime. Static shadow values

are usually reported at the end of the main function, although

this behavior is customizable. Tracking heap shadow values

requires us to instrument malloc and free and related

functions to maintain a mapping of valid heap locations.

This prevents us from re-using old shadow values for newly-

allocated regions of memory. Any heap shadow values that

are still allocated at the end of main will be automatically

reported alongside the static memory shadow values. Finally,

we track shadow values for locations on the system stack

but do not automatically report them because they are often

invalidated when stack frames are destroyed.
The user can request the shadow value for any memory

location at any time during execution by linking their ap-

plication with our runtime library and adding explicit calls

to our analysis functions. Users can request shadow value

reports for single variable or for an entire array at a time.

For an additional overhead cost, our analysis can also monitor

and report high relative error at runtime, which is useful for

determining the earliest point at which shadow calculations

diverge significantly from the original calculations.

B. Issues Encountered

This section summarizes the major issues encountered while

implementing our shadow value analysis techniques.

1) Tracking floating-point values through memory—

Floating-point values are sometimes stored in regions

of memory that are not explicitly designated as floating-

point data, and they are sometimes manipulated using

instructions that are not part of the SSE instruction set.

This can be difficult or impossible to detect even with

static analysis because of variable aliasing. This analysis

is especially difficult for C and C++ programs because

of pointers. To avoid missing such data movement, we

instrument all memory reads and writes even if the

instruction is not an SSE floating-point move instruction

(i.e., movsd). For memory reads, we check to see if the

effective address is already associated with a shadow

value; if it is not, we assume this is a new floating-point

value (i.e., a compiled constant or a value read from

an I/O buffer) and initialize a new shadow value. For

memory writes, we again check to see if the effective

address is already associated with a shadow value; if it

is, we clear the old shadow value and replace it with the

shadow value associated with the newly-written value.

The latter is not necessarily a problem, as data buffers

are often reused. However, it could also be indicative of

a bug in the analysis, so we do provide the option to log

such incidents if the user wishes to do so.

2) Lack of floating-point semantics—Intel Pin provides

a robust interface for querying attributes of instruc-

tions that are candidates for instrumentation; however,

it does not provide enough semantic information for
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our analysis. For instance, it provides information about

which registers are accessed, but does not include in-

formation about whether the register is being used as

a scalar or a packed register (e.g., addsd vs. addpd
instructions) or the specifics of complex intra- and

inter-register data movement (e.g., shufpd). To ensure

that our analysis captures all computation and data

movement, we encoded these semantics manually. For

packed instructions, we hard-code analysis routines that

do multiple shadow value operations, and for complex

data movement instructions we mirror the movement in

our shadow value tables. We provide helper methods and

macros to streamline the addition of semantics for new

instruction sets in the future. In addition, we found that

compilers often emit specialized floating-point bitwise

idioms, usually manipulating the sign bit to negate

or take an absolute value. For these instructions, we

examine the register contents at runtime to detect these

patterns and manually do the corresponding operation

on shadow values. Table II summarizes the major idioms

we support.

3) Verifying correctness—To check for correctness, we

implemented an analysis mode that uses the IEEE

double-precision representation, essentially duplicating

the original computation in shadow values. We also

provide an option to do online consistency checks during

runtime. This will flag any shadow value that is not bit-

for-bit identical to the original value. Values are checked

after all memory writes or (optionally) after every single

instruction, although the overhead is significantly higher

for the latter. In addition, we have a variety of internal

consistency checks and warnings that will trigger and

notify the user whenever an event happens that could

be indicative of incomplete analysis (i.e., an unhandled

instruction opcode).

4) Efficiency of analysis—Instrumenting a binary will

always cause some runtime overhead, and in our case

the analysis requires the insertion of significant amounts

of new code. In initial tests, runtime overheads were

often over 1000X. To improve these rates, we per-

form as much analysis as possible at the point at

which the instrumentation is inserted. This will still

add runtime overhead because Intel Pin is a just-in-time

instrumentation framework, but the costs are amortized

over an execution because Pin caches instrumentation

between invocations. To further reduce overhead, we

added many individual per-opcode analysis handlers to

minimize branching. We also took advantage of Pin’s

built-in “If/Then” instrumentation calls to minimize the

performance degradation of branching when it is un-

avoidable (i.e., checking shadow values to see if they

are initialized).

5) Information overload during reporting—For com-

pleteness, we by default report all valid shadow values

at the end of the main function. While this is com-

prehensive, it often results in information overload. To

address this challenge, we provide several options for

restricting output. The first option is an error threshold

for most analysis types that causes the reporting system

to suppress the output of any shadow value that does

not exceed the error threshold, highlighting the values

that are likely to be of interest to the user. The second

option allows the user to specify a different function

as the primary reporting point. The third option allows

the user to request shadow value reporting at an arbitrary

point during execution. With the latter, the user can then

disable the default reporting and only receive shadow

value information for the particular data structures of

interest.

6) MPI communication—To be comprehensive, our anal-

ysis must intercept double-precision MPI communica-

tion in the original program and augmented this com-

munication to include the corresponding shadow values.

This poses a problem for some types of analysis that

dynamically allocate parts of their shadow value (e.g.,

the GNU MPFR library). Thus, we added packing and

unpacking routines that must be implemented for each

shadow value type to prepare the shadow values for

transmission as raw bytes. This also meant that the

MPI data type for the communication must change from

MPI_DOUBLE to MPI_BYTE, which could affect the

underlying message pattern in optimized MPI implemen-

tations. Including shadow values in MPI collectives also

requires special handlers for reduction operations, which

we implemented using user-defined reductions. Our cus-

tom reductions do the original reduction operation in

addition to unpacking the shadow values and performing

the corresponding reduction operation before re-packing

them for further communication. Our analysis does not

currently support MPI custom data types that contain

floating-point values.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table III shows overhead results on the floating-point bench-

marks from the serial NAS Parallel Benchmark suite [8],

compiled with the GNU compiler version 4.9.2 with -O3

enabled. Table IV shows selected results from the same set of

benchmarks compiled with the Intel compiler version 16.0.3

with -O3 enabled. Experiments were run on Xeon E5-2695

2.4GHz cluster nodes w/ 128GB RAM. Each individual cell

value is the minimum of twenty individual runs, to avoid

runtime variation due to operating system effects.

The first column contains the name and the size of the

benchmark in increasing order (W, A, C). The second column

contains the original runtime in seconds for reference. The

remaining columns contain the overheads for each shadow

value type as a slowdown factor based on the times in the

second column. The “Native32” analysis represents simulating

single-precision arithmetic, the “Native64” analysis represents

the online verification mode (including memory-write check-

ing), and the “MPFR128” analysis emulates 128-bit precision

using the GNU MPFR library. The “Baseline” column is a
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General Form Meaning

AND [xmmX], 0x0 set to zero

AND [xmmX], 0x7fffffffffffffff clear sign bit (take absolute value)

OR [xmmX], 0x0000000000000000 copy a value

XOR [xmmX], [xmmX] set to zero

XOR [xmmX], 0x8000000000000000 invert sign bit (negate)

TABLE II
BITWISE FLOATING-POINT IDIOMS

Benchmark Original (s) Baseline (X) Native32 (X) Native64 (X) MPFR128 (X)

bt.W 2.2 23 46 60 247

bt.A 50.1 21 41 55 237

bt.C 926.8 19 38 50

cg.W 0.2 10 12 13 133

cg.A 0.9 8 11 12 126

cg.C 248.7 3 7 5 55

ep.W 1.9 10 12 15 74

ep.A 14.9 10 12 15 74

ep.C 239.1 10 12 15 74

ft.W 0.2 17 23 28 171

ft.A 3.5 11 17 24 146

lu.W 4.7 28 41 46 233

lu.A 32.1 28 40 45 288

lu.C 601.7 26 37 41

mg.W 0.2 32 38 37 291

mg.A 1.2 32 38 37 308

sp.W 4.6 15 21 29 195

sp.A 30.7 13 20 26 185

sp.C 587.3 12 18 24

ua.W 2.0 34 43 49 285

ua.A 16.4 31 39 45 290

ua.C 387.4 21 28 32 214

MIN 3 7 5 55

AVG 19 27 32 191

MAX 34 46 60 308

TABLE III
OVERHEADS FOR SERIAL NAS PARALLEL BENCHMARKS (GNU COMPILER)

special mode that inserts blank shadow value instrumentation,

providing a lower bound on the overhead imposed by Intel Pin

and our framework. Some sizes are missing; in these cases the

benchmark was not provided in that size. Additionally, some of

the MPFR128 results are missing; these tests did not complete

in the 24 hour maximum time limit on our testing cluster.

Overall, the baseline overheads average around 20X, single-

precision simulation overheads average around 30X, and 128-

bit precision simulation overheads average around 200–250X.

The overheads for GNU MPFR are significantly higher than

the other modes because shadow value operations consist

of calls to the library, rather than individual machine code

instructions.

These overheads show the feasibility of our techniques, al-

though the overheads are still high enough to prevent analysis

on full-scale production runs. The overheads are higher for

the benchmarks compiled with Intel because they are more

efficient and thus take a harder hit under our instrumentation,

which disrupts memory caching. The overhead does tend to

stay the same or decrease as the problem size increases for

a particular benchmark, showing that the cost of inserting

analysis does amortize and will not grow to dominate the orig-

inal application’s runtime. We suspect that future optimization

efforts could reduce the overhead further.

Table V contains overhead results for the serial version

of the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock

Hydrodynamics (LULESH) proxy application [9]. Table VI

contains overhead results for the MPI version of the same

application, scaling both the problem size (the “s” parameter)

and the number of MPI processes. For the MPI experiments,
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Benchmark Original (s) Baseline (X) Native32 (X) Native64 (X) MPFR128 (X)

bt.A 41.5 20 40 55 307

bt.C 805.0 18 35 48

cg.A 0.8 6 10 11 139

cg.C 259.0 2 4 5 57

ep.A 6.9 20 25 28 194

ep.C 109.8 20 25 28 193

lu.A 34.7 9 20 27 214

lu.C 660.8 8 18 25

sp.A 25.6 23 30 34 274

sp.C 510.6 19 26 29

ua.A 14.2 36 49 51 322

ua.C 329.9 29 38 40 232

MIN 2 4 5 57

AVG 19 29 34 243

MAX 36 49 62 330

TABLE IV
OVERHEADS FOR SERIAL NAS PARALLEL BENCHMARKS (INTEL COMPILER)

we used MVAPICH 1.2 with one process per node and we

report the minimum of ten individual trials. Although the per-

trial variation was higher than the variation in the serial results,

the average overheads trended towards similar magnitudes as

the experiments scaled to larger sizes and processor counts,

and in fact in some cases the overhead was noticeably lower.

We also present preliminary shadow value error results for

the serial version of LULESH. For these experiments, we

examined the shadow values for “reportable” relative errors

(with the threshold arbitrarily chosen to be 1%) at the end of

execution. Table VII shows the value counts (second column)

and percentages of those values with reportable relative errors,

using both Native32 and MPFR128 shadow values. There were

of course zero errors for Native64 because the results were

identical–thus, we do not include those results. For Native32,

the error is calculated relative to the original double-precision

value (assumed to be more accurate), while for MPFR128 the

error is calculated relative to the shadow value. This means

that we always use the higher-precision result as the “true”

value for the purposes of relative error calculation.

In general, the error rates for Native32 are much higher,

as expected. In addition, the error rates tend to be increasing,

showing that even as the number of results increases, the errors

seem to be expanding. This matches the general behavior of

forwards error propogation. Conversely, the MPFR128 error

rates seem to be relatively stable, showing the lower vari-

ability between double precision and MPFR-simulated 128-bit

precision. However, the rates are still non-zero indicating that

perhaps the use of double precision is still having significant

rounding error on at least a few of the calculated quantities.

We plan to investigate this further in future work.

We also performed some preliminary unum-based shadow

value analysis on LULESH. Unfortunately, many of the

shadow values diverged to NaN (not-a-number) for any non-

trivial simulation size. The divergence matches the behavior

observed by others who have written a manual unum port of

LULESH. This often happens when an unum’s range expands

to include zero, which will produce a NaN if the unum is

used as the denominator of a division operation. The authors

of the manual port currently solve this problem by periodically

collapsing the unum to its discrete midpoint value at manually-

chosen points during execution. Unfortunately, it is unclear

how to determine these points using automated analysis.

IV. RELATED WORK

Backwards and forwards error analyses are well-known nu-

merical techniques for quantifying upper bounds on rounding

error [10], [11]. Forwards analysis begins with a bound on

input error and observes its growth during calculation, while

backwards analysis begins with the output values and deter-

mines how much variation in the inputs could be accounted

for by the intermediate calculations. Automated approaches

to such error analyses are usually based on static analysis

techniques, highlighting program areas where precision loss

could be a problem and suggesting program transformations

to reduce the loss [12], [13]. However, these tools often

conservatively overestimate the amount of error encountered

during a typical run of an algorithm. Recent work in this

area includes automated verification of compiler optimizations

and implementations of transcendental functions, techniques

that nicely complement our work by highlighting some of the

incorrect compiler transformations and floating-point libraries

that impact numerical accuracy [4], [14].

Source-to-source translation is another static analysis ap-

proach that resembles ours, rewriting programs at the source

or intermediate representation level. This includes tool frame-

works such as Rose [15] or LLVM [16]. To our knowl-

edge, there is no such framework specifically for floating-

point arithmetic and generalized real-numbered arithmetic.

Additionally, these techniques do not generally incorporate
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Size Original (s) Baseline (X) Native32 (X) Native64 (X) MPFR128 (X)

s=10 0.2 28 42 46 192

s=20 5.6 25 36 40 170

s=30 29.0 24 36 40 177

s=40 95.7 22 34 37 167

s=50 241.4 22 34 37 173

MIN 22 34 37 167

AVG 24 36 40 176

MAX 28 42 46 192

TABLE V
OVERHEADS FOR LULESH PROXY APPLICATION (SERIAL)

Size and MPI Proc Count Original (s) Baseline (X) Native32 (X) Native64 (X) MPFR128 (X)

s=10 np=1 0.2 28 43 49 212

s=10 np=8 0.6 54 60 69 244

s=10 np=27 1.2 76 93 93 246

s=20 np=1 5.5 24 36 40 181

s=20 np=8 12.8 25 36 40 204

s=20 np=27 19.8 27 39 44 219

s=30 np=1 29.1 23 35 40 182

s=30 np=8 65.3 23 36 40

s=30 np=27 103.3 23 36 40

MIN 23 33 40 181

AVG 44 50 57 219

MAX 156 117 124 264

TABLE VI
OVERHEADS FOR LULESH PROXY APPLICATION (MPI)

Size Shadow Values Native32 (err%) MPFR128 (err%)

s=10 37,402 1.14 0.02

s=20 280,492 22.08 0.01

s=30 927,382 24.45 0.00

s=40 2,176,072 37.08 0.01

TABLE VII
REPORTABLE SHADOW VALUE ERROR RATES FOR LULESH PROXY APPLICATION

compiler optimization effects because they general work at

or above the abstract syntax tree transformation level.

Our approach is more similar to dynamic analyses that

instrument a compiled program at runtime and are there-

fore more sensitive to compiler optimizations and data set

differences, as well as being less prone to worst-case error

results. Previous work in this area includes a technique for

online cancellation detection [17], an automated mixed pre-

cision search framework [18], and a truncation-based general

precision analysis tool [19]. Others have implemented similar

techniques using a compiler framework, resulting in a hy-

brid static/dynamic analysis framework [20]. There are also

analysis tools that use shadow memory to check for safety

violations, such as uninitialized memory accesses or memory

leaks [21]. However, none of these techniques provide an

automated transformation that allows for general simulation

of alternate precisions and real-number representations.

The closest work to ours that we are aware of is a system

for monitoring the results of approximate computing, a class

of techniques that trade accuracy for speed at the algorithmic

level [22]. This work uses shadow value analysis to track errors

introduced by these approximation techniques, but it does not

provide support for general real-number representations and is

limited to approximated computing applications.

V. FUTURE WORK

While the baseline overhead of our analysis is often less

than 50X, the overhead is still an obstacle to large-scale

analysis. Although we have already completed some profiling

and performance optimization, we hope to reduce the overhead

further with additional work. In particular, we anticipate that

collapsing instrumentation to one insertion site per basic block

will result in considerable improvement without affecting the

results. We also anticipate that additional static data flow
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analysis would reduce the number of times that shadow values

need to be re-initialized.

There are many ways to extend our techniques. We have

already begun to implement mechanisms allowing the analysis

to report and log events during execution, such as the earliest

point at which a shadow value diverges from its original value

by a specified amount. We are also interested in detecting

when comparisons on shadow values would result in control

flow divergence from the original program. Additionally, a

mode that computes multiple shadow value types simultane-

ously would reduce overhead over multiple runs and provide

additional opportunities for comparison studies.

In the future, we hope to apply our technique to analyze

many more codes, possibly comparing the results against simi-

lar techniques implemented in other frameworks. We anticipate

that the results of such studies may inform the development

of runtime systems for varying floating-point precision to

maximize performance and power efficiency while maintaining

accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present the first automated technique for general shadow

value analysis of x86 programs, allowing developers to sim-

ulate running double-precision floating-point programs with

alternative precision levels or real-numbered representations.

Further, we have shown the viability of our technique by build-

ing a concrete implementation using Intel Pin and testing it us-

ing a variety of benchmarks and applications. This framework

serves as a foundation for future research into mixed-precision

implementations and alternative representations, reducing the

barrier to experimentation and providing insights previously

unavailable without extensive manual porting efforts.
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